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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

This project is to help people to save money, save time, and for people who lives in 

rural area. Due, to people who lives in rural area don’t usually have stable electricity 

and to cut their cost for laundry because it relates with electric and water bills. The 

objectives for this project are to design and analysis an efficient pedal powered washing 

machine and to fabricate the pedal powered washing machine similar according the 

design made. Then , the methodology that been use is Morphological Analysis to 

generate the final design, internet for research and journals as my guidance to ease my 

work. The results that should appear is how the machine can function well and it’s 

fabrication. In conclusion, this project should succeed it’s fabrication and the 

dissertation as expected in within this semester . 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 

        Garments and clothes are either hand-washed or laundered in powered laundry 

washers. Washing machines are quite important in households, as well as in various 

business industries and hospitals. This has been either a highly rigorous and time-

consuming procedure or a costly method over the years. A washing machine is a 

machine that is used to clean or wash linens such as towels, garments, and bedding. 

Washing machines                                are often powered by electricity. But, for this project it is powered 

by pedal and need humanpower to operate it. In addition, this project is aim to be mobile 

where the users can easily move the machine anywhere, they wanted. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

        Due to high cost by using the normal washing machine the bill price will 

increase by how much usage by the users. So, this project is to help people who cannot 

afford to pay high bill payments and people who cannot afford to buy washing machines. 

One of  the reason why this project can help people is because this project doesn’t require 

a motor or electricity to power it up. Only humanpower is required to operate this machine 

and the mechanical element in this washing machine is called belt or pulley as 

transmission to the machine . 

 

1.3 Objectives 

 

The main objectives of this project are: 

 

a) To design and analyze an pedal powered washing machine 

b) To fabricate the pedal powered washing machine similar according to the design 

made 


